To make packing for a week long ski vacation in Aspen Snowmass an effortless process, the team at
Alpine Property Management compiled this ski packing list so that you and your family can easily
remember to bring along all of the essentials. From ski clothing tops and bottoms to ski and snowboard
equipment, this list covers everything you will need to enjoy a week of ripping down the slopes. As the
list contains suggested quantities, use your personal preferences on whether to pack more or less of a
certain clothing item. After a day on the slopes, if you and your family find that warmer or lighter base
layers would be more comfortable, there are many ski clothing boutiques in Aspen and Snowmass that
supply high quality apparel and gear.
The team at Alpine Property Management hopes that the task of packing and planning for your
next mountain getaway goes smoothly so that you can ease into an enjoyable ski vacation in Aspen
Snowmass. For your packing convenience, we also have a printable ski packing list.

Ski Clothing
Bottoms & Feet

Ski Clothing
Tops & Hands

1 waterproof ski jacket

1 – 3 base layer tops

1 pair of waterproof ski pants

1 – 4 pairs of wool ski socks

1 fleece jacket, down vest,
or sweater

waterproof, insulated ski
gloves or mittens

1 – 3 base layer bottoms

1 – 2 base layer bottoms

Ski & Snowboard
Equipment

Ski Gear
Other Essentials

1 balaclava or neck gaiter

sunglasses

skis, ski boots & ski poles

goggles

1 knit winter hat

sunscreen & lip balm

snowboard & snowboard
boots

helmet

Off the Slopes
Outerwear

winter jacket

gloves or mittens

winter boots

scarf

Based in Aspen and Snowmass, Alpine Property
Management provides Snowmass luxury rentals, pre-arrival
arrangements, concierge services, ski and snowboard
equipment rental, ski school lesson reservations, and more.
We strive to make the vacation planning process easy for
you and your family. For more information about packing
for a ski vacation, our pre-arrival services, and Aspen and
Snowmass home rentals, contact the Alpine Property
Management team at 1-800-543-0839.

